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We’re Making Renewable

More Do-Able
From solar panels to heat pumps, from underfloor
heating to water harvesting, we've the products
and brand names that make renewables such a
rewarding opportunity. 

Thanks to SolarReady, our new solar roofing
service, we can even help with installation. 

Our exclusive A1 Solar Scheme* helps with
cashback deals on specific evacuated tube and
solar flat plate systems. It’s another example of
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It’s the best way to go green and stay
in the black!

* Full terms and conditions apply.
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e’re heading towards that time of

year again (although those of us in

the North have been experiencing

it for a good few weeks now). Yes,

it’s that great British wondering-whether-to-

switch-on - the heating, that is. It’s that

perennial quandary of whether we should

grin and bear the chill or succumb, and flick

the thermostat switch to ‘on’. 

Industry figures state that around 29 per

cent of UK carbon emissions come from the

home and 60 per cent of the energy in the

home comes from heating. Spotting the

opportunity here encourage individuals to cut

their CO2 output, one company has launched

an i Phone app which remotely controls home

central heating. Popping out for a drink after

work? You can turn off your heating from the

office. Very clever. Yet this is just one way to

encourage the masses to reduce their carbon

emissions. The renewables sector, after all,

has long been championing the many ways

this can be done in the homes, in businesses

and in the public sector.

An i Phone app is all well and good, but

what about that heating system it is turning

on and off? Is it as efficient as it could be?

Could it be supplemented with or changed for

a renewable system? And whilst the

homeowner may be saving money each time

they turn off their heating from their desk,

what about the money they could be making

from FiTs if they had the relevant renewable

technology installed instead?

Only recently Nick Clegg spoke of the

‘quiet green revolution’ the Green Deal

should create. Let’s seize upon that and ask,

why quiet? It’s time for this industry to shout

about the benefits it can offer, and with

renewables so high on the agenda, there has

never been a better time to do it. Next month

we launch the first ever Oil & Renewable

Heating Show at the Ricoh Arena (28 and

29 October). This will provide the perfect

opportunity for those in the renewable and

microgeneration sector to form lasting

business relationships and embrace best

practice, in order to pass this expertise onto

the public.

If you haven’t registered for the show, do

so now by visiting

www.oilandrenewableheatingshow.co.uk

Visitors to the event will be to able to

speak to leading names in the industry, find

out about training opportunities and take

advantage of the special offers many of the

companies will be offering. There is also a

range of seminars which have been designed

to encourage debate and provide valuable

industry advice. Navitron, Grant and Firebird

will be giving presentations and a there will

be an opportunity to witness an exhibitor-led

seminar on product developments. 

See you there.

Time to

show off

Editor’s comment

Next month we launch
the first ever Oil &
Renewable Heating
Show at the Ricoh Arena

W
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Delays to rebate scheme risk green push

Businesses keen to switch to renewable energy systems could be

deterred by the government’s dithering over the announcement of a

new scheme to reward consumers for reducing their carbon footprint,

says Charles Houston, partner at Going Solar. He has written to Chris

Huhne, Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, to urge him

to finalise and publish details of the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI),

which was set to come into effect next April.

The RHI, a government-backed plan which allows individuals,

companies and organisations to earn money for heat generated from

renewable energy systems is set to replace the Low Carbon Building

Programme grant, which was closed to new applications in May.

The government has yet to release details of the new scheme,

stating that it is committed to meeting its renewable heat energy

targets, but wants to review the proposals in view of the current

economic climate.

“Many companies like Going Solar have been working hard to

communicate to businesses the benefits of switching to renewable

energy systems. We’re so far behind in this country but in the past

year or so, momentum has been gathering towards a critical mass with

interest growing rapidly not only from the commercial area, but also

from organisations in the private and educational sectors,” explained

Houston.

“However, the government’s dithering on the RHI announcement

has created uncertainty in the minds of consumers. We’re in a hiatus.

It’s very hard to make a case for a change to renewables without an

idea of payback. 

“Earlier this year, the Feed-in Tariffs were announced only two

months before they came into force which was far too late; why not

give us a good lead-in by an early announcement of the RHI so that

the wheels can start turning again now? Any eligible renewable

energy system installed after July 2009 will qualify for the scheme, but

the tariffs cannot be backdated and will only apply when the subsidy

comes into effect,” he said.

“The RHI scheme would hopefully remain an attractive

proposition as the average yearly return was predicted to be between

8-12% with a payback period of less than 10 years, and it should do for

heat what the Feed-in Tariff has done for solar PV,” Houston added.

Recall going well, say Mitsubishi

Mitsubishi Electric UK has issued an update on its Ecodan recall programme and has confirmed its ability to swap out all affected units with new

stock.  Production has also been increased sufficiently so that all sales orders for the entire product range can be fulfilled.

“Whilst we understand the problems a recall causes to both our customers and individual households we are pleased that our factories have

been able to increase production to cover all affected units in just a few short weeks,” explained John Kellett, general manager of the domestic

heating systems department. “We have also been encouraged with the response from key customers and the majority of installers and are very

appreciative of their understanding and support.”

The company is now several weeks on from announcing that it was recalling almost 6,000 Ecodan units because of a manufacturing fault with

one component. “Although we are confident that this was a one-off, we can’t be absolutely certain and have withdrawn all units that contain this

same component because we are not prepared to take any risk, however slight, with safety,” ended Kellett.   

A dedicated webpage has been set up to help customers affected by the recall at www.mitsubishielectric.co.uk/response-team. 

Plumbers’ company scoops award for invention

Belfast-based Willis Renewable Energy Systems was announced as a

winner in the 10th annual Ashden Awards, green energy awards, in

recognition of its plumbing innovation, Solasyphon. The invention

speeds up and simplifies the retro-fitting of solar water heating, saving

the cost and carbon impact of buying a new water tank. 

The Ashden Awards for Sustainable Energy champion and reward

life-changing ideas, from green schools in the UK, to solar powered

education in Bangladesh. Six UK and six international projects were

chosen as winners and received their awards from renowned natural

history filmmaker Sir David Attenborough. Award winners received

£10,000, with one winning the Gold Award of £20,000 to invest in future

sustainable energy work.

David Attenborough said: “The Ashden Award winners are

champions at delivering real and practical ways of protecting our planet

and its precious biodiversity through the use of sustainable energy.

They are reducing carbon emissions and protecting local eco-systems,

while at the same time improving

the lives of the people they touch

and reducing their level of poverty.

They greatly deserve to be

celebrated for their important role in

tackling both climate change and

poverty. ”

John Willis, managing director

of Willis Renewable Energy Systems,

said: “The Solasyphon is a major

advance in solar heat transfer

technology. We designed and are

manufacturing it to significantly

reduce the installation cost of a

typical domestic solar system, thereby making solar installations more

affordable for the general public. Improving the ease with which solar

heating can be installed and reducing the cost, we believe will lead to

the technology becoming much more popular.”

Charles Houston, Going Solar,

wants RHI clarification. ‘It’s

very hard to make a case for a

change to renewables without

an idea of payback,’ he said

What a winner: John Willis, Willis

Renewable Energy Systems, 

receives the company’s award from

David Attenborough
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“Our new boiler doesn’t just make me feel warm, it also makes me feel very virtuous,” P12

says Hugh Dennis on his biomass boiler. 

Events

HUSUM Wind Energy

Hamburg, Germany

21 - 25 September 2010

www.husumwindenergy.com

Solar Power International 2010

Los Angeles, USA

12 - 14 October 2010

www.calendar.sustainablesources.com

EBEC – European Bioenergy Expo

and Conference

Stoneleigh Park, Warwickshire

6-7 October

www.ebec.co.uk

Energy Solutions 2010

Olympia, London

6-7 October

www.energysolutionsexpo.co.uk

Green Power Forum

Liverpool John Moores University

14 October

www.greenpowerforum.org.uk

Solar Power UK 2010

IET London, Savoy Place

18-19 October 

www.solarpowerportal.co.uk

Best (Interbuild)

Aimed at construction and built

environment

17 - 20 Oct

NEC, Birmingham

www.best-show.co.uk

Oil and Renewable Heating Show

The future of energy on show

28 - 29 October

Ricoh Arena, Coventry

www.oilandrenewableheatingshow.co.uk  

Renewable UK 2010

Energy event, conference and exhibition

2 – 4 November

SECC, Glasgow

www.renewable-uk.com/events/

annual-conference/index.html

Bionenergy event
The EBEC 2010

bioenergy trade show

will take place on 6-7 October at Stoneleigh Park

Warwickshire. It will cover all sectors of the

bioenergy market including biomass/wood

energy. Other sectors covered include biodiesel

and fuel from waste. 

The aim of EBEC is to provide a forum for the

bioenergy sectors to meet to do business,

bringing together all areas of the bioenergy supply

chain to showcase the latest innovations in

products and services. It will also address the

latest legislative issues and challenges through

hosting the Renewable Energy Association (REA)

Bioenergy Conference.  

There will be a major focus on the Renewable

Heat Incentive (RHI) and Feed-in Tariffs (FiTs),

with a series of RHI / FiT seminars in dedicated

workshop areas.

www.ebec.co.uk 

Alternative to PV-only panels
Eric Hawkins, founder and MD of Jayhawk

International, has been appointed by Solar

Zentrum in Germany to represent its

company in the UK and Ireland.

In 2008, Solar Zentrum won a national

award for the 185 watt PVT panel (a hybrid

panel incorporating polycrystalline cells at

the front and a fully galvanised steel panel

at the back, polyurethane heat sealed).

Both the PV and thermal heating panel

accreditations meet MCS approvals. The

system is said to be ideal for swimming

pool installations.

Those involved with sales and

installations of PV systems are invited to

contact Hawkins for further technical

information and efficiency benefits. 

Tel:01262 8877388

jayhawkint@btconnect.com

Sponsor announced for national renewable energy conference

The organiser of a major national green energy conference in Liverpool has announced that

Liverpool John Moores University (LJMU) is to be a prime sponsor of the event.

The Green Power Forum Conference 2010 (GPF) is taking place at the LJMU Art and Design

Academy on October 14. LJMU’s School of the Built Environment has now confirmed it will

sponsor the event.

The purpose of GPF is to share learning and expertise in microgeneration technology, which

provides heating and electricity for homes, buildings and communities. This year’s GPF will

examine technology such as heat pumps, solar PV and smart grid.

The 2010 Green Power Forum will welcome delegates from both the public and private sector.

GPF chairman, Mark McManus, said: “The GPF 2010 is targeting professionals who are responsible

for driving down carbon emissions within their organisations. GPF is ideal for business owners,

financial directors, facilities managers and representatives from housing associations and local

authorities. The conference is aimed at members of the construction industry, such as architects

and designers who want to learn about the latest renewable technology which can be installed in

their projects.”

Presentations will be held on government initiatives and funding, training and innovations,

heat pumps, solar PV and smart grid. Public and private sector case studies will also be presented

along with a meet the buyer section. All delegates attending the conference will receive six hours

of CPD. For further details visit: www.greenpowerforum.org.uk.

Can you help?

Renewable Energy Installer has been contacted

by a consumer with the following query. If you

think you can help, please contact Lu Quinney

01565 653 283 and we will put you in touch

with the home-owner who is based in

Aberdeenshire. 

Simon Deadman writes: 

“I’m a home owner who wants to put in a

wind turbine, solar PVs, log- burning stoves and

a log -burning cooker. We live off-grid in a

caravan at the moment and we are renovating

and extending a cottage. I’ve already installed

the turbine and it’s connected to our battery

bank, along with a generator but when we

move into the finished cottage I will need

someone who is accredited to connect it all

according to regulations. However, as they

would not be supplying the tower and turbine,

nor digging the hole, putting in the steel,

concrete and cable conduit I cannot get anyone

interested in the work. Presumably because

they will not get their mark-up on the kit and

installation. I will not therefore be able to get

Feed-in Tariffs (FiTs) because no one will do

the final installation and inspect and sign-off

the tower for me. The savings I made by doing

the work myself will more than cut in half the

payback time so are FiTs for the few that can

afford the installation fees or are the accredited

installers I contacted just interested in excess

profits and an easy life?  The extra cost of the

installation would have been more than the

cost of a new roof on my cottage and I don‘t

have money burning a hole in my pocket so

how can I get FiTs?”
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Energy centre opens its doors  

Yorkshire-based renewable energy specialist, Solarwall, has opened its

Energy Centre - a resource centre designed to educate and promote the

economic and environmental benefits of renewable technologies to

homeowners, businesses and local authorities. 

Its aim is to encourage people to think about home energy

management and show how, by installing simple energy saving

devices, homeowners can save money, as well as protect the

environment. 

A one-stop-shop for home energy systems, the showroom will

showcase products such as ground and air source heat pumps, energy

saving lighting, power savers, solar thermal systems and solar

photovoltaics. 

The centre is the brainchild of Sue Lamb, managing director of

Solarwall, and Grant Henderson, head of renewables. Henderson

commented: “Solarwall has been in business over 30 years and we have

established a very strong base in Yorkshire. We want to encourage our

domestic customers to think about how they use energy in their homes,

and we provide effective energy solutions for all customers, business

partners and local authorities with whom we work.” 

We are looking to establish the Energy Centre as the first point of

contact for anyone interested in improving the way in which they use

energy, in reducing their

energy bills, or in reducing their

impact on our environment”.

The Energy Centre also

features a carbon-free meeting

room which will be used to

host seminars and workshops

and which will also be available

for hire by local businesses. 

Energy event at Olympia

Energy Solutions 2010 will take place at London Olympia on 6 and 7

October. Visitors will be able to gain advice from over 300 solution

providers including  Nu-Heat, Kingspan and BRE. There will be a

Renewables Pavilion detailing advances in technology and offering you

the chance to meet exhibitors dedicated to delivering practical onsite

renewable generation solutions. www.energysolutionsexpo.co.uk

House Choice is MCS-approved

House Choice has become an MCS-approved installer of solar PV

products. ‘’It is a vigorous and thorough process to get the

accreditation but we fully understand the need for this type of

regulation in this industry. We can offer the trade the benefit of our

installation experience under this regime, as well as ensure that their

customers will then also benefit from the recently introduced Feed-in

Tariff,” said Alistair Smit, House Choice director of operations.

House Choice will train sales teams in other companies to give

them an understanding of how a solar PV system works and typically

integrates into the home. This  training includes details of what is

required under the MCS scheme.

Currently, House Choice partners have their surveys carried out by

professionally trained solar PV surveyors. The survey findings are then

passed onto House Choice’s internal design team who design the solar

system within a CAD

package and compute

all necessary SAP

calculations. “Our aim

is to take all the pain

away from our

partners,“ commented

Smit. “Everyone

within the chain is

professionally trained

so they can carry out

their specialist task efficiently and safely.”

One of the benefits of working with House Choice, it says, is that it

allows businesses to diversify into new markets without  the usual

associated overheads and shortens the time for them to get to market.

Solar power on buildings conference
Solar power on buildings: Making money by incorporating PV into

building design, will take place on 20 October at BRE, Watford. The

conference will look at topics including: How to make PV systems an

architectural feature; how to earn income from Feed-in Tariffs by

generating electricity; an understanding of the technology;;

architectural and certification requirements; how BIPV can offset

building material costs  and how to use PV building components.

There will be the opportunity to meet and question manufacturers

and experienced practitioners as well as an exhibition of specially-

selected products. The event counts as 7.5 hours of CPD, accredited by

the Construction Providers Network and recognised by all major

membership organisations. The event will cost £235 per person

including VAT.

For more information contact Caroline McGill 01923 664800 or book

online www.bre.co.uk

Choice company:(l-r) Alan Pearce, Doug MacRae,

Alistair Smit, House Choice

TV star: A

Euroheat biomass

boiler has made

an appearance on

BBC 2’s Working

Lunch. The

programme

covered the

sustainable

business of

cheese maker,

Charles Martell,

inventor of

Stinking Bishop.

Produced in

Gloucestershire,

the smelly

favourite of

Wallace and

Gromit is made in

a dairy farm

which uses an

HDG biomass

boiler, supplied

by Euroheat.

Greenflame Technologies has achieved accreditation for ELECSA’s

microgeneration certification scheme (MCS).

Based in Aviemore, Greenflame specialises in biomass boilers and

heating systems. It imports its own wood pellet boiler and is keen to

expand its renewables business. The level of grant funding for

renewable projects in Scotland is very good, and Greenflame wanted to

take advantage of this with MCS accreditation.

ELECSA can offer wind, biomass, solar thermal, solar photovoltaic

and heat pump technologies and is priced at £530 to be assessed for a

single technology, or £630 for two technologies. For an additional £100,

applicants can also be assessed for the ELECSA Part P scheme at the

same time.  

Greenflame get the green light with ELECSA

Open for business: Solarwall’s Energy

Centre in York is now open
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ood-based fuel quality can now be

certified as part of a scheme from

HETAS. The Solid Biomass

Assurance Scheme (SBAS), which

has received government funding from the

Department of Environment and Climate

Change (DECC), was officially launched at

Westonbirt Arboretum. It will enable wood

fuel and biomass producers to market their

products using the HETAS SBAS logo to

provide customers with a mark of quality

assurance. 

Project manager, Mark Russell, said:

“Good fuel quality is essential for safe and

efficient combustion, whereas poor quality fuel

will burn badly, wasting energy and money.

At the moment there is no clear labelling for

wood or biomass fuel but SBAS addresses this

issue and can provide consumers the

confidence they are choosing the best product

appropriate to their appliance.” 

For producers who wish to apply for

SBAS, there are four main categories; logs,

chips, pellets and briquettes. In each category,

the fuel is assured in reference to European

Standards with indicators such as size,

moisture content and energy content. The

scheme has been designed to appeal to both

large and small producers and the two

companies which have already had their

products approved on the pilot scheme are

Certainly Wood and the Firewood Company.

The Firewood Company is a small,

family-run business which was set up by Daf

and Ewart Schofield as part of ESA Treecare.

Initially, a sideline to make use of waste wood

from the company’s tree work, they began to

season the wood and sell it on a small-scale.

Demand soon grew and the Firewood

Company became one of South Wales’ largest

producers of firewood and associated

products. It delivers as far afield as London

and Cornwall.

“Our roots come from a sustainable point

of view,” said Daf Schofield, director. “We

were originally finding a use for a waste

product. We supply firewood because we

believe in using and promoting wood as a

sustainable fuel which offers an

environmentally positive solution to heating

your home or business. We pride ourselves on

customer service and quality and having SBAS

puts the stamp of approval on our premium

firewood products.”

Mark Russell, SBAS commented: We

want to make the scheme accessible for

smaller suppliers such as the Firewood

Company, as well as the larger national

companies and we are keen to talk to both

small and large producers about signing up for

the scheme.” 

Certainly Wood supplies several types

of wood fuel and specialises in premier kiln-

fired firewood and kindling. Quality control is

exceptionally important to the company.

Managing director, Nic Snell, commented:

“We are delighted to become the first producer

in the UK to become approved and this is

certainly not a label. The quality assurance

systems we have in place enable us to ensure

a high standard of product is provided to our

customers everytime.”

“Buying firewood is not as simple as it

seems. As more and more people buy efficient

wood-burning stoves they begin to realise that

they must have the right fuel. Not only are

there hundreds, if not thousands of small

firewood producers around the country but

firewood is supplied in a huge variety of

qualities and volumes. As a national supplier,

our reputation depends upon the quality of our

fuel.” 

Certainly Wood uses kiln drying to

improve the overall quality of the wood. The

moisture content will be an average of 20 per

cent, which is what stove manufactures

recommend and this provides a clean burn

with maximum heat output. Over the last 18

months the company has invested £1 million

in new wood-fired kilns fired on wood waste -

a bi-product of the processing operation.

Production and drying is therefore, cost-

effective and eco-friendly. The investment was

possible due to support of Advantage West

Midlands and grant funding from the Rural

Development Programme. 

A list of SBAS-approved fuel suppliers is

available on the HETAS website along with

SBAS application packs to download.

www.hetas.co.uk

Hot news: The Firewood Company has had products approved on the pilot SBAS

Solid assurance  - wood-based fuel

quality scheme

W

“Good fuel quality is
essential for safe and
efficient combustion”
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‘Silver Lining’ in LCBP closure
The termination of the government-funded Low Carbon Buildings

Programme (LCBP) clears the way for a “broader, more financially

sustainable approach in encouraging the installation of low and zero

carbon (LZC) heating technologies in our home”, says the Baxi Group.

Since its introduction in April 2006, the LCBP has provided an

estimated 20,000 grants for the capital and installation cost of

microgeneration equipment for homeowners and not-for-profit

organisations. As part of the coalition government’s £6bn cost-cutting

programme to reduce the budget deficit, the Department of Energy and

Climate Change (DECC) announced the closure of the £34 million

scheme on 24 May.

”On the surface, the termination of the LCBP appears to be bad

news for the low/zero carbon (LZC) heating sector,” says Simon

Osborne, specification channel manager, Baxi Group. “However, in the

Queen’s Speech the government announced the introduction of new

Green Loans for those who want to save energy. These offer a more

financially sustainable option than the LCBP, and will, in our view, do

more to grow investment in LZC technologies, especially for those on

low incomes. Loans will be paid back through a

pay-as –you-save scheme which, unlike the

LCBP, does not require the homeowner to

finance the LZC technology up front”.

DECC has indicated that all new incentive

schemes and tariffs will be designed to operate

under the Microgeneration Certification

Scheme (MCS) framework and supported by

tariffs on the utility bills..

“This new link with the MCS will be an

important change,” adds Osborne. “It will

effectively pass the ownership of being green from the eligible few

under the LCBP to everyone. That has to be a positive step forward.”

DECC has announced that the £63 million of LCBP grant

applications already in the system will be honoured, should they satisfy

the programme’s assessment criteria. Baxi Group will assist any

successful applicant through this process with its range of LZC

technologies, including its micro-CHP (combined heat and power) unit,

the Baxi Ecogen.  All Baxi Group LZC technologies are Solar Keymarked

and MCS-certified. 

Fit or Miss?
Frank Harris, CO2ST wonders how

safe are investments in Feed-in Tariffs?
With the financial world in disarray, governments decapitating budgets

like psychopaths at a summer blood bath ball and apparently sound

businesses suddenly falling from grace like luciferous outcasts, it is no

surprise that investors are cautious over where they put their cash.  

The introduction of Feed In Tariffs (FiTs) for renewable electricity

generators up to 5Mw should offer some respite for the weary souls of

the investment community. Here is a scheme which underwrites the

future income levels of small / community scale renewable electricity

generators for 20-25 years (depending on technology). The perfect

antidote to boom and bust.

The problems with investing in FiT scheme projects are two-fold.

First, early stage investors are generally stuck in a mould that two

thirds of their investments will head south or merely ‘wash their face’

leaving the remaining third to create the explosive growth required to

achieve a reasonable aggregated return. This means that investors are

looking to return multiples of investment in timeframes which are

simply not achievable through FiT projects.

Second is the influence of foreign FiT schemes and what is

happening to them in light of the governmental blood-letting. This

issue is mainly about understanding the differences between the UK

FiT scheme and those (often more mature) schemes in other countries. I

have spoken to many potential investors who have been scared off by

the Spanish scheme when in fact it bears little resemblance to the

structure of the UK FIT.

With an explicit warning over my vested interest as a FiT scheme

developer, I will try to set out the main factors in the UK FiT and the

real questions that investors should be asking.

The FiT is an obligation placed upon the largest regulated

electricity suppliers. The obligation requires the electricity supplier to

enter into a fixed term, fixed price per unit contract with the

microgenerator for the supply of electricity from qualifying sources.

The electricity companies pay the generator and then recoup the

cost through bills to consumers - this costs the government nothing.

The contract between the

generator and the

electricity company has

two revenue streams: The

generation tariff, which is

fixed in advance and

throughout the term of

the contract (subject to

RPI inflation) and pays

the generator for every

unit generated regardless

of use; and the export

tariff which is fixed

annually and pays the

generator additionally for

unused electricity which

is sent to the grid. 

Therefore, the

investment questions should be as follows:

Is the technology robust and appropriate?

Is the variability manageable in terms of profit and, crucially, cash flow

(parts of Germany have experienced 20% reduction in wind levels

recently)?

Is the site(s) secure and free from obstruction for the term (specifically

wind & solar)?

Is the FiT counterparty (energy company) likely to be around in 20-25

years (think banks)?

And finally - can you afford to wait? 

The UK has a disproportionately high FiT compared with the

technology cost, especially if you are operating in Euros. But this will

change in April 2012. European investors who have had their fingers

burnt by the (bankrupt) government backed FiT regimes in Southern

Europe or are uninspired by the lesser returns on future installations in

the mature German market are looking at the UK. 

The Americans love regulated power purchase agreements. In the

American investor’s eyes, a generating station is worth its future

contracted income less a risk factor, less costs plus the undeterminable

value of owning low carbon generation capacity in the future. 

With current exchange rates this sector looks hot in the UK and it

would be a shame to see all of the reward migrate to foreign investors.

Shore thing: Frank Harris, outlines his feeling on UK

FiTs and hopes foreign investors aren’t the only ones

to benefit from this scheme

Simon Osborne
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Opinion

Eric Hawkins

Jayhawk International

Q&A

REI: What are your plans for

2011? 

EH: My plans are to open the first

renewables merchant here in

Dorset and a second one in

Sheffield, with a company we are

in talks with. It would have a 100

per cent focus on solar thermal

and solar PV only.

REI: What do you see as the

growth areas in renewables in

2011? 

EH: Having used my own home

as a test base for 10 years I see

hybrid systems being the growth

areas with solar thermal collectors

as the most sustainable part of

any hybrid hot water heating

system.

REI: How has Jayhawk

International cut its own carbon
footprint? 

EH: The Jayhawk International

office operates out of a converted

bedroom in our house. The house

was installed with rainwater

harvesting system and solar water

heating. There is also supporting

space heating with a gas boiler

and an air-to-water loft heat pump

as a backup. We have solar PV on

the shed roof and the front of the

house whilst a micro turbine runs

the rain water pumps in summer.

The deep freeze has 3kW battery

storage for emergency during

power cuts.

Eric Hawkins, director 

Jayhawk International

Embarking

on the MCS

journey
Paul Aston, ceo, Proven

Energy, explains why he

feels the MCS is the right

way ahead but is the start,

rather than the finish

s a recent newcomer to the world

of small wind turbines, I found

myself almost immediately asking

the question ‘why is the

machinery certification standard

so new?’ Every sector of industry I have

previously worked in – from cycles to artists’

materials – have had for many years, well-

defined and uniform frameworks of rules,

standards and practices which helped to

define the sector, its interaction with

consumers and its framework of responsibility. 

In contrast, the small wind sector has

comparatively recently embarked on its

journey towards this mature state, with the

advent of MCS and Feed-in Tariffs (FITs).

Some see the scale of the undertaking required

for a manufacturer to achieve certification as

overly demanding in terms of investment, both

in cash and time. True, a cost of £70,000 to

£100,000 is significant, as is the elapsed time

required, but I believe that certification of the

machinery should be seen as only the start of

an integrated framework which will ultimately

encompass much more than just the design

and performance of the core hardware. It’s

worth noting that we are aiming to achieve in

much less than a decade broadly what the

automotive industry took over half a century to

complete in terms of normalising the sector –

an ambitious undertaking.

At Proven Energy, we see the machine as

being an integral part of the much broader

project which runs from technology and site

selection, through installation and

commissioning ultimately to culminate in

decades of reassuringly uneventful energy

generation, with the associated financial

benefits through FiTs or other local incentives.

Whilst the UK machine certification,

installation and incentive programmes are

now comparatively well-defined and maturing

quickly, site selection (both from a wind

resource and responsible siting standpoint)

and planning remain areas where practices

vary dramatically between individual

practitioners and authorities. 

Whilst the process may take some time, I

already firmly believe that the twin challenges

of responsible siting and the normalising of the

planning framework are the keys to the

immediate future of the small wind sector in

the UK. Even small wind turbines represent

large masses and associated energy, and

should be sited with great respect and

understanding of the normal and irreducible

risks in their daily operation. Equally, similar

degrees of respect and understanding of their

operating characteristics are required to

ensure that the planning framework for small

wind installations becomes uniform,

predictable and robust by the most

expeditious route.

The journey to maturity has started, but

we continue to live in interesting times with

more than enough challenges to keep

everyone focused. 

Guiding lines: Paul Aston, Proven Energy, feels

framework in industry is nothing new

The journey to maturity
has started, but we
continue to live in
interesting times with
more than enough
challenges to keep
everyone focused

A

“Why is the machinery
certification standard so
new?”
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Jeremy Hawksley, director general of

the Oil Firing Technical Association

(OFTEC) looks at the ways to improve

efficiency in the oil sector

Out with the old, and in with the new. The conservative and liberal

democrat coalition wasted no time after the election making new policy

statements, including the announcement of a new Energy Bill for 2010.

As yet, the details are unclear, but what is certain is that we will have

more legislation designed to improve energy efficiency in British homes

and businesses and to promote low carbon energy production.

One of the items on the agenda is the so called ‘green deal’ to

deliver energy efficiency to homes and businesses. This would

incentivise both energy suppliers and households to become more

efficient by using a ‘pay as you save’ approach.

We can reduce our carbon emissions from heating in a

combination of ways; by increasing home insulation, by using more

efficient heating systems, and by using renewable forms of energy.

Around 1.8 million customers in the UK and Ireland use oil for their

heating, and about 86% of those are single family homes. Over three

quarters of those homes were built before 1978, and are likely to have

poor insulation. By improving this, we would straight away use less

energy for heating, and this has been addressed in part through

incentives such as the Warmfront scheme.

The average age of an oil boiler is over 15 years old. Designed to

last, oil boilers are some of the most robust on the market but figures

show that modern condensing boilers are up to 18% cheaper to run

than conventional models. Householders should be looking to update

their existing heating systems, which is an ideal opportunity to make

the system more efficient, cheaper to run, and more environmentally

friendly.

OFTEC envisages that we will gradually reduce our dependency

on fossil fuels, but that liquid fuels will remain important - especially in

rural communities. The first way to cut carbon emissions will be to

combine oil heating with renewable

technologies. In Germany, almost 60% of oil

condensing boilers installed in 2008 were

oil/solar hybrid solutions. Solar provides heat

when available from natural resources, but

requires backup from an alternative fuel.

Also our homes could be heated by multi-

fuel hybrid heating solutions such as oil and

wood pellets working together.

Secondly, the fossil fuel content of

kerosene – the fuel used in domestic properties in the UK and Ireland –

will come down as new bio-liquid heating oils become available.

OFTEC and others have developed a fuel that is a blend of 30% fatty

acid methyl ester (FAME) made from waste oil and 70% kerosene. This

has been included in the proposals for a Renewable Heat Incentive.

Government figures show that the CO2 emissions of this fuel are 28%

less than that of 100% kerosene, and the same as that for natural gas. 

Thirdly the installation of more sophisticated heating controls

including thermostatic radiator valves and smart meters, will ensure

that each room is heated appropriately and the system is not producing

unnecessary heat.

The advantage of a multi-fuel hybrid solution is that you have

security of supply. By purchasing a tank of fuel or a supply of wood you

are not susceptible to sudden increases in the cost of your heating as

has occurred for gas and electricity users. When solar or wind is

available to use, liquid fuel consumption will decrease. Multi-fuel

systems are also ideal for buildings with existing oil heating, most of

which are single family homes with roof space for solar. 

We can take immediate action to save energy and reduce carbon

emissions by installing high efficiency oil condensing boilers as part of a

hybrid solution with solar thermal panels. In addition, we can insulate

buildings to reduce energy demand. 

However, the key to shifting householders into renewable heating

will be government financial incentives and availability of good

technical advice to the customer. OFTEC is confident that for homes

now running on oil these prerequisites will be in place within a year.

Opinion

Jeremy Hawksley examines

the relationship between oil

and renewables

Taking the long-term view

s the PV market surges from

strength to strength, many

installers, financiers and end-

users are waiting with baited

breath for an announcement on the

Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI). It seems

likely that this may come with the Spending

Review announcement on 20 October but

please don’t take us to court us if it’s not

mentioned!. 

Whatever happens, the government is

committed to some of the most ambitious

carbon targets in the world, so policy will need

to reflect that in some way or other.

MCS business certification work is brisk,

with many installers and manufacturers

appreciating the recognition that BRE-MCS

affords in a competitive market. In order to

help installers with the process, BRE is

running several courses over the next two

months to explain the requirements of the

scheme in detail for the different renewable

technologies (see www.bre.co.uk/events for

details), and is also running an event on the

practical application of Building-Integrated PV

(BIPV) on 20 October. This will be of interest to

installers, architects and designers who wish

to integrate PV into buildings whilst

maintaining or enhancing the building

aesthetics - a cut above standard retro-fit PV.

The MCS technical working groups are

still beavering away - BRE has been working

with the micro-hydro group recently, and we

are hoping the standards will be released in

the near future. The Micro-CHP standard is up

and running and BRE is accredited to do MCS

certification for both products and installers.

On course
Steve Pester, details the latest training on offer from BRE

Steve Pester

outlines the

latest

happenings

at BRE

A
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Dennis’ premises
Looking to replace two ageing and wasteful oil boilers, as well as improve his green

credentials, Hugh Dennis opted for a Woodpecker biomass system

Knowledge: Biomass

omedian and actor Hugh Dennis

was faced with having to replace

two 30-year old oil boilers that

were not only old and inefficient,

but also went through 5,000 litres of oil per

year between them. That, and his desire to

reduce his carbon footprint, were the main

reasons for installing a biomass boiler. It had

to be big enough to provide heating and hot

water for the Dennis family home - a six-

bedroom Grade 2 listed farmhouse in Sussex -

as well as for the outdoor swimming pool. 

Hugh settled for a 45kW Woodpecker biomass

boiler and in February 2010, the boiler was

installed in what used to be an outside toilet

(also Grade 2 listed) adjacent to the house.

Having obtained planning permission, the

stone shed was expanded in order to

accommodate the boiler and trenches for the

pipes were dug across the garden to the house

and to the outdoor swimming pool. 

Easy installation

The installation by a Woodpecker-trained

installer was easy, as Woodpecker 

boilers work with existing heating systems.

The boiler is fuelled by wood pellets made

from clean and sustainable wood, some of

which is derived from sawmills and

manufacturing. The wood pellets are fed from

the hopper (which is situated behind the boiler

shed) into the burner via an automated pellet

fuel-feeding system, so there’s no need to

manually feed the boiler. 

Hugh has only had one 5 tonne delivery of

wood pellets so far, which were blown into the

hopper via an air pump from a bulk tanker. He

has found wood pellets to be marginally

cheaper than oil, though with prices for fossil

fuels expected to rise in future, that’s likely to

change further in favour of wood 

pellets. There are a handful of companies who

sell wood pellets, so there is no lack of supply. 

Easy to use

Hugh says there’s little difference between

running a wood pellet boiler rather than a

traditional gas or oil boiler. The controls are

easy to understand, and the boilers have

roughly the same space requirements as an oil

boiler. Rather than the boiler just switching off

or on, which is inefficient for a biomass boiler,

a buffer tank has been incorporated to give

instant access to hot water and heating. 

Good for the garden

One difference Hugh identified is that, when

starting up, the boiler needs a little more time

to heat up than his old system. Once it has

heated up, it then gradually turns itself off.

Another difference is that a wood pellet boiler

needs de-ashing once in a while. About once

a month, the Dennis family uses the 

ash on its vegetable patch, where it makes for

a good fertiliser. The amount of ash produced

in respect of the volume of fuel burnt is very

small though. 

Hugh Dennis is highly satisfied with his

choice - his Woodpecker biomass boiler heats

both the house and the outdoor swimming

pool and provides hot water for a family of

four. It is environmentally-friendly, easy to

operate and carbon neutral. “Wood pellets are

less energy dense than oil but are carbon

neutral”, he said. “Our new boiler doesn’t just

make me feel warm, it also makes me feel 

very virtuous.”

Hot property: Hugh Dennis

says his biomass boiler

makes him feel virtuous as

well as warm

Perfect partners: Hugh Dennis and Steve Dolby, customer relationship manager,

Woodpecker, following the installation of a Woodpecker biomass boiler at Dennis’s home

Good choice: Hugh

Dennis is satisfied

with his biomass

boiler which uses

wood pellets

C
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Knowledge: Health & Safety

Jason Mohr, managing

director, AnyJunk, an 

on-demand rubbish

clearance company,

makes sense of the

current waste legislation

and highlights some

important points around

what installers need to

know to ensure they

remain within the law

hen it comes to waste, the sheer

number of environmental

regulations has left many

installers unaware of their legal

obligations. However, not being up to speed

with the law leaves organisations operating in

the sector open to some serious

consequences, including criminal prosecution.

Any installer that removes customers’

waste must be registered with the

Environment Agency (EA) as a waste carrier

and complete a valid waste transfer note

(WTN) for each transfer. These requirements

apply regardless of where the waste is taken

to – whether it’s back to the installer’s own

premises, to another contractor’s premises or

directly to a tip. Company status makes no

difference either – being self-employed, a

partnership or a limited company doesn’t

come into it.

Organisations that fail to register as a

waste carrier are operating illegally and, if

caught, face some serious consequences,

including a fine and seizure of the vehicle used

to transport the waste. In addition, because a

considerable number of contracts with lead

contractors or large commercial organisations

typically include an obligation on the

subcontractor to comply with current

environmental law, failure to comply with

these obligations is likely to constitute breach

of contract.

Get registered

Registering as a waste carrier is a fairly

straightforward process. A form is available to

download from the EA’s website at

www.environment-agency.gov.uk.  Once

completed, it should be returned to the EA,

along with a registration fee. Registration lasts

three years, after which it can be renewed at

an additional cost.

Waste transfer notes

Compliance with the law doesn’t just stop at

registering. Any installer that handles waste

has a duty of care to ensure that it is disposed

of safely and within the law. As part of this

obligation, every time control of waste is

transferred from a customer to an installer, it

must be accompanied by a WTN – sometimes

referred to as a ‘duty of care’ note.

Contractors should provide their

customers with WTNs, but each party is

responsible for making sure the information

contained within them is accurate, and both

must sign the document and keep a copy for

two years. A WTN is also required when

installers pass waste on to a third-party.

Each WTN should detail the place, date

and time of transfer, the parties involved

(including the waste carrier’s registration

number) and a description of the waste being

transferred. The description of the waste

should include the relevant European Waste

Catalogue code(s), as well as an indication of

quantity and/or weight. A sample copy of a

WTN can be downloaded from the EA

website.

A WEEE waste matter

As with general waste, a WTN is required

when a contractor removes non-hazardous

waste electrical and electronic equipment

(WEEE), such as old fuse boxes or cabling.

Hazardous WEEE, such as fluorescent lamp

tubes, should not be bundled in with general

waste or other WEEE. When hazardous waste

is removed from commercial premises, it also

requires a hazardous waste consignment note

(in addition to a standard WTN), copies of

which should be kept for three years.

Regardless of whether it is hazardous or not,

it’s crucial that WEEE is only disposed of at

facilities that are appropriately licensed to

handle it. 

Consider waste carefully

The EA website is a good resource for

installers seeking more information on waste

management. The most important advice for

organisations operating in the sector is to take

time to carefully consider their operations and,

if required, either register as a waste carrier or

eliminate the problem completely by using a

dedicated waste removal company. Operating

outside of the law is a risk that just isn’t

worth taking.

Getting to grips with waste

www.dimplex.co.uk/switch

ACCREDITED

INSTALLER

  Join us and become a Dimplex Renewables Accredited Installer 

  Heat pump installer training courses available    Training venues throughout the UK 

  Independently accredited by Logic Certification    

  £200 off and free commissioning on your first heat pump purchase

Switch to  

a better future

W
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Teach first
Nu-Heat’s renewables

training centre has seen a

variety of trainees pass

through its doors since it

opened in 2008. Training

centre administrator,

Milly Harding, reveals

the variety of trainees she

encounters
eople sometimes ask if the job is

repetitive as we’re teaching the

same courses every week, but the

mixture of people that attend

makes every day different. We see single

installers, larger companies and one-off groups

and the levels of knowledge are varied. Our

trainers try to make sure that everyone is

catered for and that all questions are

answered.

Most of the trainees have a background in

plumbing and heating, often with traditional

heating systems. Some have experience with

solar thermal and a smaller number have

worked with heat pumps or PV. All are

interested in the potential that renewable

technologies offer. 

For those with experience, the reason for

attending a course is often to gain

qualifications to enable them to join the

Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS).

For example, trainee Rob Cole from Faulkners

in Reading, works mainly on social housing

contracts and needed MCS approval in order

to give customers access to payments through

the proposed Renewable Heat

Incentive (RHI) scheme.

Rob Carr of solar energy business

Solinvictus, attended a series of

training courses covering solar

thermal, heat pumps and underfloor

heating to gain an understanding of

the available technologies. Although

currently concentrating on solar, he

says that attending the heat pump

course has given him a good overview

and enabled him to make a number of

contacts to use when a customer

requests a heat pump, for example.

One trainee with heat pump

experience, Adrian Conington of

TerraFirma Energy, Newbury, became

interested in the technology after

noting its increasing popularity on

Grand Designs. He attended Nu-

Heat’s heat pump course to see if it

would meet his requirements for

training his sales staff, as he believes

that all his employees should have an

in-depth knowledge of the products his

company installs. 

Rainbow Renewables sends new staff on

relevant training courses. General manager,

Jenna Fleischmann, says the company has

had a lot of support from the local rural

development agency in terms of training

subsidies and around ten employees have

attended courses over the last two years. The

company has seen a steady growth in

business since it started out and specialises in

integrated renewable solutions.

A more unusual group of trainees arrived

in May - heating and plumbing engineers from

Bristol City Council. The team has started

retrofitting air source heat pumps to integrate

with radiators and may also use them with

underfloor heating for new-builds in the

future. Dean Haines, the council’s heating

advisor for new technology, was very

impressed to find that the trainers were happy

to go ‘off script’ to discuss any queries, no

matter how basic.

The atmosphere in training sessions is

usually relaxed and we occasionally have an

amusing moment, such as when a candidate

accidentally sprayed the training centre

manager with glycol during an exam. 

I believe the training centre has a flexible

approach to its courses; whether the

attendees are heating engineers, self-builders,

specifiers, from large housebuilders or local

authorities or simply individuals who want a

general overview of renewables, the trick is to

ensure that everyone gets what they need

from their course.

For information on Nu-Heat’s training

courses and special offers call 01404 540616 or

book a place online at

www.nu-heat.co.uk/training.  

Learn direct:  Milly Harding, Nu-Heat, outlines the expertise the

company offers in its renewable training
P
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Knowledge: Training

Denise Howell, talks through National

Energy Action’s renewable course

National Energy Action (NEA) plays a crucial role in developing courses

to meet industry requirements. Over the past two decades it has

provided knowledge and skills through training and assessments to

over 16,000 participants. Many of those undertaking training courses

through NEA have been from the heating and insulation industries. 

Now, NEA has designed and developed a two-day Renewable

Energy in the Home Course to increase knowledge and understanding

of renewable and low-carbon technologies as realistic interventions in

reducing fuel poverty. This course, the first of its kind to address the

needs of renewable energy advice provision within the domestic sector,

also offers an exam and a City & Guilds qualification. It has proved a

huge success. 

The need to provide authoritative and impartial advice is becoming

increasingly important as the government places greater emphasis on

ensuring that only those with relevant qualifications can benefit from

initiatives and schemes operating in the domestic energy sector.

The government’s current proposals to introduce a Green Deal

loan scheme, designed to encourage home energy efficiency

improvements paid for by savings from energy bills, will only be

accessible to suitably qualified individuals/organisations. Technically

demanding work will need to be carried out by approved installers and

it is envisaged that renewable energy advice provision will be a crucial

element in the future development of low carbon strategies.

British Gas Academies have already signed up to have this course,

delivered as part of their apprenticeship programme, ensuring that gas

and electrical fitters/installers are fully qualified in advice provision. The

Energy Saving Trust (EST) has also ensured that all of its advisors have

benefited from this training and achieved the qualification. 

David Kidney, energy minister in the previous government, was

supportive of NEA’s training courses, announcing at an event at the

House of Lords that: “National Energy Action is leading the way in the

field of energy efficiency training, their Energy Awareness qualification

is a must have in the energy industry, and their new course (Renewable

Energy in the Home) will help them to retain this status.”

Course of action

Identify which renewable energy options are most appropriate in

different circumstances

Explain how renewable energy systems work

Inform clients about some of the main factors that need to be taken into account

before considering installing renewable technologies within the home

Explain the grant aid available for installation of domestic renewable technologies 

Discuss the planning issues involved in relation to renewable technology installations

Investigate the costs associated with renewable technology (installation, running

costs and payback times)

Advise clients of benefits and any potential disadvantages associated with installing

renewable technologies in the home

Inform clients of CO2 reductions resulting from renewable technology installation

Explain the legislative drivers associated with renewable technology

NEA’s course aims to:
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The Oil & Renewable Heating Show

Visitors to the Plumb Center and Parts Center

stand and demonstration area, will be able to

get their hands on the company’s latest

renewable technologies. Innovations in

renewables will be put under the spotlight,

dispelling the myth that renewable

technologies are complicated.

The company will hold live interactive

sessions, including showing solar panels being

installed. Experts will be demonstrating how

easy it is to do pipe work and plumbing and

the company will be offering hands on

displays from leading manufacturers,

including Worcester Bosch and Kingspan,

offering installers and heating engineers the

chance to see a number of installation

scenarios. Experts will also be answering

questions and advising. Stand E9

The Worcester stand will be showing a

number of renewable products, all of which

complement its high-efficiency oil-fired series.

These include the Greenskies solar water

heating system and storage cylinders,

Greenstore ground source heat pumps and

Greensource air to air water heat pumps.

The company also has a number of

exciting developments to be unveiled

throughout 2010 and anyone who visits the

stand will be able to learn more about its

plans. Representatives will also be on hand to

discuss technical support and offer

information on a range of issues from products

and services to training, and the latest

legislation changes affecting the heating

industry. Heating installers and technicians

will also be able to learn about Worcester’s

promotions.

Best practice and

innovation on show
The first Oil & Renewable Heating Show takes place next month on

28 and 29 October at the Ricoh Arena, Coventry. 

The event has been supported by key industry names and will

provide a valuable visit for those seeking the latest technology,

services and innovations in the renewables sector.

Renewables have never been higher on the agenda. We wait for the details of the

Energy Bill which is intended to deliver a national programme of energy efficiency

measures to homes and businesses. We also look forward to news of the progress of the

Renewable Heat Incentive which should also help boost interest in this sector. 

The Oil & Renewable Heating Show will provide the perfect opportunity to maximise

on the growth of the renewables market, with leading figures and companies on hand to

offer valuable advice and business opportunities. The event will also offer a range of

seminars. These are currently being finalised and can be found on

www.oilandrenewableheatingsghow.co.uk shortly.

Action stations:

Head to the Plumb

Center and Parts

Center stand for

hands-on

demonstrations

Worcester unveils plansHands-on action

Stand C13
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Grandee Energy Group manufactures a range

of domestic oil boilers. The company is also

developing a solar energy system to link with

its hybrid boiler, an oil-fired and / or electric

condensing combi. With the recently launched

Feed-in Tariffs and the Renewable Heat

Incentives due to be announced, Grandee

feels renewable energy solutions will become

more affordable for all – one of many reasons it

is getting involved in this market.

Stand G10

The government’s commitment

to introduce longer term

incentives for green powered

homes is encouraging

householders to investigate

ways of integrating cost-saving

measures like renewable

technology into their existing

heating systems, says Grant.

Householders often look to their

installer for help and advice but

this is not always a simple task

when there are so many

technologies available and every

home has different criteria to

consider.  

The good news is, Grant

says it is on hand to help  and will be at the

show with a complete green heating solution,

including, solar thermal hot water systems,

solar PV electricity generating systems,

unvented twin/triple coil cylinders, thermal

stores and also the Aerona air source heat

pump range. All of these can be connected

together to create the ultimate 

eco-friendly home.  

There will be an opportunity to gain

expert advice on the latest Renewable Heat

Incentive Scheme (RHI) and MCS, from one of

Grant’s technically-trained renewable

managers as well as comprehensive help with

design to make specifying products easier. 

Stand D2 E1 E2 F1 F2

Fitting stuff: Grandee’s Colin

Higgins assembles one of the

company’s products. 

The company is developing a

solar energy system to link

with its hybrid boiler

Complete solution: Pay a visit to

the Grant stand to see its

complete green heating solution

Call 01565 626764 to register 

Complete green heating Affordable renewables
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The Oil & Renewable Heating Show

Weak points in the building shell or leaks in heating and ventilation systems can lead to high

energy losses and increased costs. With the new thermal imagers from Testo, energy losses can

be identified and documented. Even the smallest temperature differences can be recognised

with the high temperature resolution of the new Testo thermal imagers. To find out more visit

the company’s stand. Stand A14

Tried and tested: Testo’s thermal imaging can identify

energy losses

Thermal imaging 

As a specialist in the solar heating (as well as oil boiler) market, Firebird says the show is ideal

for meeting existing and new customers.

“The market is changing in response to government policy and consumer attitudes to the

environment. We therefore see renewables playing an increasing role in conjunction with boilers.

We do see manmade oil type boiler bio fuels as an important direction for the future of oil

boilers,” said Barry Brynildsen.

Visitors to the stand will be able to see Firebird’s full range of solar panels and wood pellet

boilers. Its oil boilers will also be represented on the stand. There will be a highly experienced

technical sales team on hand to offer technical installation and selection advice together with

information on the latest regulations and best practice.

Throughout the show Firebird will be offering a voucher promotion giving money off the

next purchase of a Firebird product. Stand C4 C6 D3 D5

Ideal show for Firebird

Courses galore: Aware of the importance of renewables, Xtra Skills offers renewable

training and will be adding a ground source heat pump course in 2011

Xtra Skills recognises the importance of renewable energy. The

company is a training and assessment centre based in Coventry, where

it provides services to the renewable energy, oil, gas and water

industries.

The Oil & Renewable Heating show gives Xtra Skills an

opportunity to exhibit its increasing portfolio of industry-specific

courses. During the show you will be able to discuss your requirements

with experienced staff and the company will be offering a discount on

all courses booked during the event, as well as giving away training

courses up to the value of £1000 to the winner of its prize draw. 

The next renewable energy course to be added to Xtra Skills’

portfolio will be ground source heat pumps in early 2011.  

Stand B1

Go the Xtra mile

Warmflow is celebrating its 40th anniversary year as a key privately-

owned British manufacturer. The company’s Phil Craggs said:

“Warmflow is extremely proud to be a successful British manufacturer.” 

The company’s stand at the event will be well worth a visit. “On

show for the first time will be solar thermal packages which include

some of the UK’s most efficient evacuated tube and flat panel

solutions,” Craggs added. Visitors will also have the opportunity to view

the new range of Warmflow domestic cylinders which includes the

Direct Solar version. The range will be launched in the UK in November

as part of a £3 million pound investment and is just part of Warmflow’s

long term investment strategy. Technical staff, together with the GB

sales team, will be on hand to advise.

Stand G13 G14 G15

Flying the flag for the UK

Variety pack: Warmflow will be at the Oil & Renewable Heating Show with a  range of

products including its solar solutions

UK Certification has a new venture in association with BPEC – an

addition for the renewables market, offering assessment and training for

ground source heat pumps, underfloor warm water and grey/rainwater

recycling. 

Stand D19 D21

UK Certification teams up
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www.oilandrenewableheatingshow.co.uk

Ricoh Arena, Coventry
Thursday 28 - Friday 29 October

01565 653283

6–7 October 2010

Stoneleigh Park
Warwickshire

United Kingdom

Visit a biogas plant using

crops and waste food as the

feedstocks. Innovative food

pasteuriser on-site…

or a wood chipping facility and

local school where wood chip

is consumed in a 500kW

biomass boiler…

See how AD is
developing in the

UK by visiting a
local Bioenergy

production facility
from EBEC

Get the latest
industry updates 

EBEC Study Tours

Organisers of EBEC

For more information and to register visit www.ebec.co.uk
Telephone 0208 846 3792

or see a miscanthus pelleting

facility producing 9,000 tonnes,

annually…

or visit a biodiesel production

facility producing 30,000 litres

per week in a batch process.

EBEC now open for registration! 
Visit the largest dedicated European
Bioenergy Expo and Conference

Call 01565 626764 to register 

BES offers a range of fittings including those that are suitable for solar

and plumbing sectors. The company also offers tools and installation

equipment. It says it has built up a reputation for good delivery over the

last 25 years and says it stocks many fittings which are not normally

found in trade outlets. Over 15,000 products are available on a next-day

delivery. Visitors to the stand will be able to pick up a free catalogue.

Stand A18

Fitting news

BPEC provides generic, industry-recognised training packages aimed at

the plumbing and heating engineer. Its courses, delivered via a network

of colleges and private training centres, cover renewable technologies

as well as electrical, oil and gas.

BPEC has courses cover solar thermal, solar PV, heat pumps,

woody biomass, rainwater harvesting and greywater recycling,

renewable energy

awareness and

underfloor heating.

Staff will be on hand

at the show to offer

training advice.

Stand G12

BPEC -  industry training

Mitsubishi Electric

will be showing off

the Ecodan range of

renewable heating

systems for the

residential market

and demonstrating

how this range of

air source heat

pumps has

established itself as

one of the most efficient and effective low carbon alternatives to gas

and oil heating.

Mitsubishi Electric says that the Ecodan range is the first air source

heat pump in the UK to achieve an approved Ofgem carbon score which

can be used for both CERT (carbon emissions reductions target) and

CESP (community energy saving programme) funding schemes. These

are seen as a replacement for the low carbon building programme.

The Ecodan has also been awarded the Eco-Label because of its

environmental credentials. The company adds that the system can

reduce fuel bills by at least 30 per cent over a gas boiler and cut

emissions by half.  Savings in both over oil, LPG and direct electric

heating systems are even greater.

Stand D17 D22 E19

Ecodan is a CERT for October heating show
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The Oil & Renewable Heating Show

The Heating and Hot Water industry Council (HHIC) has chosen to

exhibit at the Oil & Renewable Heating Show to support the growth of

energy efficient technologies. “And to add our experience to help this

new market evolve,” said Isaac Occhipinti, HHIC.

“The heating industry must continue to build a sustainable and

energy efficient future. There is a huge potential to save energy as well

as make sure our traditional means of heating are constantly evolving to

fulfil energy efficiency needs. The reality is around 16 per cent of the

carbon dioxide that the UK produces comes from the gas and oil boilers

that we use to heat out homes. Education is key to make sure

consumers understand the importance of trading their inefficient

working boiler, whether oil or gas, to a much more efficient model or

technology,” said Occhipinti.

The HHIC will be promoting its Benchmark accreditation scheme

to installers. It will also be selling its Heatloss Calculator Software at a

special show price, which helps installer calculate a room’s heat losses

and boiler sizes.

Stand C21

HHIC - experience on hand

MHG Heating says that thanks its system technology development

program, the ability to accurately control multiple heat sources has

been achieved.

“Many property owners have applied renewable heating solutions

to their buildings to supplement their existing carbon fuel based

systems. Sadly, the lack of adequate controls has prevented the systems

from returning the level of efficiency that were proposed, primarily due

to the lack of control systems that matched the heat sources to the heat

loads,” said the company’s Graham Rood.

He adds: ”To complement our range of oil/gas condensing boilers,

air/ground source heat pumps, thermal solar and biomass appliances a

master control system was developed. This control system is at the

heart of the EcoStar Hybrid.” This is an oil condensing boiler with a

glass secondary heat exchanger and integral modulating air to water

heat pump. A thermal system can also be controlled via the integral

controller.

Visit the stand to find out about MHG Heating’s renewable

expertise.

Stand F20

Star performer:

MHG Heating

offers an array

of heating

solutions and

renewable

expertise,

including the

EcoStar Hybrid

An Ecostar in the making

Richard Pagett, NICEIC, outlined the reasons behind exhibiting at the

Oil & Renewable Heating Show: “Renewable energy installers are in a

prime position to take advantage of the opportunities presented by the

growth in demand for renewables. NICEIC believes it is in a great

position to help installers maximize their business and technical know-

how.”  NICEIC’s team will give advice about the Microgeneration

Certification Scheme (MCS) and its training courses.” There will also be

information about the Feed-in Tariffs and how to benefit from them,”

added Pagett.

NICEIC will be offering a £50 discount per MCS application at the

show as well as running show-only offers on publications.

Stand F9 F11

The Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher Education is developing a

Renewable Technology Centre which will house various types of

technology that professional tradesman can see, work with and

complete a course of instruction on. It will also be open to the public for

viewing. Staff will be on hand for visitors to find out more.

The Institute is in consultation with HETAS, to become an

approved solid fuel HETAS centre. 

A mobile solar hot water rig will be on the stand.

Stand G18

NICEIC - expert advice

New renewable centre

School of thought

Tim Puffer, marketing

and communications

manager, Stephenson

College, outlined why

this training centre

has chosen the Oil &

Renewable Heating

Show: “It is a fantastic

central location, a

great venue and

relevant content for an

exhibition.”

Visitors to the

Stephenson stand will

be able to discover

more on training

opportunities for

microgeneration

products in design

and installation. There

will be demonstrations

of air source heat

pumps, underfloor

heating and biomass.

Staff will able to

discuss the college’s 

facilities and training

opportunities which

include solar thermal; photovoltaic; heat pumps; mechanical heat

recovery ventilation; biomass and micro combined heat and power.

Discounts for group bookings will be available at the show.

Stand G14

Important lessons: There is a wealth of renewable

expertise on offer at Stephenson College which is

also offering discounts for group bookings to visitors

to the show
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The Oil & Renewable Heating Show

“Navitron was started in 2004 to offer an affordable alternative for renewable

equipment. Our combination of high quality and affordable pricing has been

instrumental in kick-starting the renewables market in the UK. Unsurprisingly, we

quickly gained a large percentage of the renewable market in the UK - particularly

solar thermal and solar PV and maintain this to the present day,” said the

company’s Ivan Lucas.

Navitron supplies a number of installers throughout the UK and welcomes the

opportunity to talk to new and existing installers wishing to install Navitron

systems. The company is registered under the government’s MCS scheme, and

operates the EASYMCS scheme allowing installers to access Feed-in Tariffs (and

Renewable Heat Incentives when they start) with Navitron handling all the

paperwork and quality control on your behalf.

Navitron also supplies MCS-recognised training schemes for most renewable

technologies with most courses running on a monthly basis. 

“If you are considering renewables as a new business direction, or even if

you’re just interested in a renewable energy system for your home, visit the

Navitron stand to talk to technical experts at the show, and perhaps join the largest

network of solar installers in the UK,” Lucas said.

Stand B15 and B17

Technical experts on handUp on the roof: Navitron offers a variety of renewables

expertise including solar panels
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Delivering high quality photovoltaic 
components to industry

• Austrian manufactured modules, 

German Q cells

• Inverters from leading suppliers, SMA 

and Fronius

• German manufactured mounting 

systems with telescopic rails

• Module roof integration products

• PV cable and accessories

• Large stock holdings and overnight 

distribution with continued 

uninterrupted supply chain

Austrian 

Manufactured

 

sales@solfex.co.uk

www.solfex.co.uk 01772  312847
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Call 01565 626764 to register 

The Kingspan Environmental stand will be showcasing the

latest rainwater harvesting systems. These are now being

routinely specified into new UK design developments, thanks

to The Code for Sustainable Homes, BREEAM ratings, and

Building Regs G, which all support sustainable water usage.  

Kingspan Water‘s Envireau system is manufactured in

the UK and Ireland and complies with buildings in this

country. The company is gearing up to offer retrofit and new-

build solutions, which it says will offer sales opportunity for

plumbers and installers. It will also be able to give installers

details of its new training facility. 

Stand  D9

Raining champion

Let it rain: The Kingspan Environmental stand

will showcase the latest in rainwater harvesting

Enertech believes the UK will continue to see a

rise in the number of homeowners and

businesses investing in renewable

technologies. The company operates

worldwide and has seen the popularity of

renewable technologies in other areas of the

world such as Sweden and Germany – it  feels

confident the UK could see the same levels of

uptake.

While improving incentives and reducing

legislation - which can sometimes create

confusion - may help to increase the uptake of

renewables, Enertech believes it will

ultimately be the benefits of the technologies

that contribute to ensuring the future of

renewables. Therefore, it is vital for anyone

involved in the industry to educate customers

about the benefits of investing in renewable

technology.

Visitors to this stand will be able to get

help and advice from the CTC team which

offers renewable solutions including biomass,

ground source heat pumps. Staff will be on

hand to provide product information and

explain how to choose the best solution for

each individual project.  Stand E3 E5 D4 D6

Renewables on the rise

PPL Training specialises in the renewable, electrical, plumbing and

gas industries. It boasts training centres across the UK and a mobile

training facility offering nationally-recognised qualifications through

examination bodies such as City & Guilds, BPEC and NICEIC.

“PPL is very proud to be involved with The Oil & Renewable Heating Show 2010,” said

Nichola Tomlinson, quality assurance manager.  “It is important for us to be exhibiting and

showcasing the latest in renewable energy technologies and creating awareness,” she added.

PPL will be demonstrating solar photovoltaic systems plus ground and air source heat pump

systems. There will also be up to 10% discount for anyone booking a course at the event.  

Stand G16

Training discounts



The refurbishment of the Glenuig

Inn on Lochaber’s stunning

coastline has been shaped by two

major factors - one safeguarding

its historic past and the other

creating a shining beacon for the

future.

For Steve Macfarlane,

director, has created a showcase

facility which demonstrates how

a traditional building, particularly

one with historic connections,

can aspire to the very latest in

green credentials.

When Macfarlane took over

the property in 2007, he

immediately had a clear idea of

the potential it offered for tourism. His plans were

ambitious and the scope of the refurbishment was

enormous, but it was never an option to demolish

and start from scratch. He explains why: “The

original stonework of the main building bears the

marks of a remarkable history. It still stands from

1746 when the English soldiers chasing Bonnie

Prince Charlie, who escaped their pursuit from

nearby Loch Nan Uamh, burnt it out, destroying

its thatched roof and leaving only its outer shell

which has been used through the generations

since. It was right that we should preserve its

place in local history and we have made a feature

of the original stonework inside the Inn.”

While retaining the history of the building

Macfarlane has worked with Highlands and

Islands Enterprise (HIE) to develop a facility

which will meet the needs of 21st century visitors.

The social and economic development agency

has worked with the business and has supported

the project with a grant of £180,000.

Macfarlane commented: “We are very

excited about the refurbishment as it is all about

attracting people to the area and will provide a

resource for development of local tourism,

boosting the local economy, creating

employment, and of course providing an exemplar

of sustainability across the whole business.”

Energy saving technology has been

incorporated everywhere, slashing the bills and

demonstrating that quality and efficiency can be

combined in one product. The building is covered

in wood fibre insulation and breathable render; it

recycles waste heat from cooling equipment, has

solar hot water panels, and combined with a

wood burning stove these provide year round

heating. The lighting is a shining example that

incorporating the right energy saving system can

effectively deliver flexible and appropriate lighting

across the needs of the business. The day light

tunnels complement the state of the art

technology to provide bright, controllable lighting

which could be used in both commercial and

residential properties, while using a fraction of the

normal energy consumption.

Fergus Watson, HIE’s business development

manager commented: “HIE works closely with

businesses to look at ways in which they can

grow. We are delighted to have supported the

refurbishment at the Glenuig Inn. It provides an

excellent facility for day-trippers and outdoor

activity enthusiasts, and is in a prime location to

tap into the growing market on the west coast for

sea kayakers, divers and yacht owners.”
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What: Multiple energy-
saving technology at a
Scottish inn

How: Using wood fibre
insulation and
breathable render,
recycling waste heat
from cooling
equipment, solar hot
water panels and a
wood burning stove

Result: The sustainable
refurbishment has
attracted much
attention and boosted
the local economy

b I O m A S S

Knowledge: Case Studies

Shining example: The Glenuig Inn, near Fort William boasts an array of sustainable

and renewable technology

Photo courtesy of John MacTavish

 New range of LAB M domestic air source heat pumps ideal for individual households 

 Model range 7 – 11kW, single phase   Helps meet Code for Sustainable Homes targets 

 Low heating and hot water CO2 emissions and running costs 

 Available as complete system packages, including matched hot water cylinder

www.dimplex.co.uk/trust

Great things come  
in small packages
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An independent firm of chartered surveyors and

architects, Chalmers & Co, has installed a Windhager

wood pellet boiler to reduce both fuel bills and CO2

emissions at its new office in Haddington, Edinburgh.

In the first high street installation of its kind in the

UK, supplier of renewable energy solutions, Glendevon

Energy Company installed the Windhager BioWIN, a

fully automated, environmentally-friendly solution with

high levels of efficiency, into the Georgian building.

Previously the British Linen Bank, the old stone

vault within the building was converted into a pellet

store. Coincidentally, the adjacent office had a

redundant hearth and flue suitable for positioning the

biomass boiler.

Commenting on the installation, Jill Hardy at Chalmers & Co, said: “Although the cost of installation

and the boiler equipment exceeds that of a conventional gas boiler, nearly half was funded by The

Forestry Commission under the Scottish Biomass Heat Scheme and the balance of the costs are covered

by an interest free loan from the Energy Saving Trust. The environmental benefits are also much greater

as we are not draining the earth’s finite natural resources.”

Chalmers & Co anticipates a pellet delivery two or three times a year to the office, based on the size

of the store and the expected demand on the boiler for heating. The small and regular shape of the 6mm

wood pellets allows them to be delivered by blowing them into the stone vaulted safe via delivery feed

hoses to the store from discreetly positioned filling points behind a disused set of doors on the street.  

The BioWIN system is linked to an outdoor sensor which reads the external temperature and adjusts

the heat output of the boiler in line with the weather conditions, making the most economical use of the

fuel. With a performance range of 2.9kW to 78kW, the BioWIN is suitable for installation in low energy

homes as well as in buildings with high heat requirements such as hotels and commercial buildings. 

Chalmers & Co is pleased with the BioWIN system, with Jill Hardy commenting: “This year

Chalmers & Co staff are looking forward to spending their second winter in the office warmed by the

wood pellet boiler.”

Newquay Zoo has won a Sustainable City Award for

Resource Conservation after the installation of high

quality, roof mounted solar PV panels from Becosolar

on the south-facing roof of the monkey house.

As part of its commitment towards renewable

energy, Newquay Zoo installed 53 Sharp Nu-180 panels

from Becosolar to generate green energy to provide

electricity to the zoo, as well as solar thermal panels to

heat water in the Café Lemur restaurant. 

Newquay Zoo worked with Community Energy

Plus, providers of renewable and sustainable energy

advice to source funding. The £53,693 cost of the

renewable energy project was raised by nearly £30,000

from EDF Energy and £23,728 from the government’s

Low Carbon Building Programme. 

The project will generate an estimated 9,300kWh

of energy each year and save over 4.5 tonnes of carbon

dioxide being released into the environment. A live, web-based monitoring system displays the amount

of energy generated and savings in CO2. 

Commenting on the project, Sean Sanguinette, environmental officer at Newquay Zoo explained:

“Many of the species of animals at the zoo are endangered due to deforestation and development

pressures which contribute to climate change and we have therefore been proactive in doing our best to

protect the environment.  We have been extremely pleased with the results from installing the panels

from Becosolar and are now looking forward to increased energy production over the summer months.”

Newquay Zoo has more than 130 different species set in sub-tropical lakeside gardens which attract

up to 200,000 visitors each year. As a conservation charity Newquay Zoo is dedicated to reducing

energy consumption through the use of renewable energy. The solar PV panels from Becosolar will not

only reduce carbon footprint and save money, but also provide a showcase of how the power of the sun

can be used to produce a sustainable source of electricity. 

What: Warming an
office in Edinburgh

How: Using a
Windhager biomass
boiler

Result: The reduction
of both fuel bills and
CO2 emissions

b I O m A S S

Knowledge: Case Studies

What: Helping power
Newquay Zoo

How: Using Becosolar
PV panels

Result: The
generation of an
estimated 9,300kWh of
energy each year and
save over 4.5 tonnes of
carbon dioxide

S O l A R  P v

Scotch pride: Chalmers & Co is pleased with its recently-

installed  Windhager wood pellet boiler which will reduce

both fuel bills and CO2 emissions at its new office in

Haddington, near Edinburgh

Monkey business: Newquay Zoo installed high quality,

roof mounted solar PV panels from Becosolar on the

south-facing roof of the monkey house.
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Knowledge: Products & Services

ohn Flavell Smith, Greenrock

Energy, explains the service

it operates funding renewable

– largely GSHP – installations

In this age of capital restraint, grandiose

notions of using green energy solutions all too

frequently remain as mere lip service when the

would-be user wakes up to the reality of the

true costs of their implementation.

Greenrock Energy is an energy services

company (ESCO) based in Edinburgh, which

funds the upfront capital costs, installation,

maintenance and running costs of renewable

energy installations, thus removing cost as a

major barrier to their adoption.  In return for its

investment, the customer enters into a long

term energy supply agreement with Greenrock

Energy to pay for the energy that it consumes.

Greenrock Energy’s preferred green

technology is the ground source heat pump

(GSHP).  Despite their relatively low take-up

rate in the UK, which is in part a function of

the extensive mains gas grid, GSHPs are well

proven and widely used around the globe,

with an installation base in excess of 1.6

million units. GSHPs have the advantage of

being capable of providing a building with

both heating and cooling energy from the

same piece of equipment, removing the need

for separate heaters and chillers. Whilst GSHPs

are powered by electricity, a balanced system

will deliver efficiencies of 400 per cent for

heating and 600 per cent for cooling.  A more

common measure of heat pump efficient is

Coefficient of Performance (COP) for heating,

and Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER) for cooling.

A device with an efficiency of 100 per cent has

a COP of 1.  

Owing to the COP, the energy generated

from the GSHP systems outstrips the input

energy, enabling Greenrock Energy to supply

energy at a price competitive with traditional

energy sources. Customers enjoy heating and

cooling from technology that is renewable,

quiet, clean, unobtrusive and low carbon. 

Greenrock Energy has a strategic alliance

with Geothermal International, the largest

installer of commercial scale GSHP

installations in the UK. The two companies

work together to optimise the design of the

system to ensure that maximum energy and

carbon savings are realised.

With renewable electricity supply

partners, Greenrock Energy offers carbon

emission free solutions to its customers.

A GIANT LEAP
FOR HEAT PUMPS

NEW i-NRG

A small step for renewablesA small step for renewables

Speak to the specialists, call us on 08452 417 617

or email us at partners@icsheatpumps.co.uk

www.icsheatpumps.co.uk

Air Source
Heat Pump

16.5KW CAPACITY 240/1/50

• Single phase power supply

• 60°C output temperature

• High performance inverter driven

• Internal or external positioning

• NEW Prana Controller - Heat Pump
PLUS zone control & solar interface

• Separate DHW circuit provides
maximum efficiency

Indoor installationOutdoor installation

Removing the cost barrier

(L-R) John Flavell Smith, chief

operating officer and Calum

Innes, chief executive officer,

Greenrock Energy

J
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Knowledge: Products & Services

Hoval extends wood

pellet boiler range
Hoval has extended its BioLyt range of wood

pellet biomass boilers with the introduction of a

160kW version. Using carbon-neutral wood

pellets BioLyt boilers, now available in sizes

from 50kW to 160kW, offer up to 95 per cent

efficiency and feature automated controls to

ensure that use is as easy as gas or oil boilers.

Pellets from the storage area are fed to the

boiler by a pellet feeding system, with fuel

dosage being adjusted in relation to heating

requirements. The BioLyt switches off when

heat isn’t needed and re-ignites when heat

demand is restored. BioLyt boilers also feature

special self-cleaning heating surfaces to avoid

soot deposits and maintain heat exchange

efficiency. Similarly, the majority of ash from

combustion is removed automatically.

All Hoval BioLyt boilers are fitted with a

digital Hoval TopTronic T control system to

ensure optimum efficiency. The BioLyt boilers

are also fully compatible with Hoval’s CF

ceramic filter. www.hoval.co.uk

Peugeot and

NICEIC team up 
To add even more value to registration with

the organisation, NICEIC has negotiated an

exclusive vehicle leasing scheme with

Peugeot. 

The NICEIC-Peugeot partnership will

provide registered contractors, including

those on the Microgeneration Certification

Scheme (MCS) with a range of vehicles at

special rates that cannot be obtained by non-NICEIC contractors or by individual contractors. 

Mark Smith, marketing manager, NICEIC, said: “This partnership is very exciting as it

represents another compelling reason why electrical contractors register with NICEIC.

Registered contractors are able to access a very broad range of added-value services like this

that go beyond annual registration. The Peugeot vehicle leasing scheme offers registered

contractors exclusive discounts that are not available to non-registered contractors.” 

The scheme gives contractors access to a selection of commercial and family vehicles, as

well as the full range of light commercial vehicles. The range will suit all types of contractor and

includes estate cars and Teepees, which some contractors may like to double up for business

and family purposes.  

Vehicles are available on either contract hire or finance lease providing flexibility for

contractors, regardless of size. Available with or without maintenance built in to the price, the

vehicle leasing programme has been designed to provide hassle-free business transport.  

www.peugeot.co.uk/showrooms/find-a-peugeot-dealer

When you think about underfloor heating
are you thinking air source heat pump?

We do, because it’s our business. As one of the UK’s leading

suppliers of specialist warm water heating systems, we’re always

looking at innovative ways to help our installers and their 

customers – and air source heat pumps are just one of the 

energy efficient renewable technologies we supply that can

be seamlessly integrated with our underfloor heating systems.

Now it’s time for you to focus on the future. 

So speak to us today.

www.nu-heat.co.uk/rei0410

01404 549770 design | innovation | expertise | service

Nu-Heat
U N D E R F L O O R  &  R E N E W A B L E S

www.geosolair.co.uk

023 80 382825

£350 per PANEL

 LIMITED TIME ONLY!
 + DELIVERY & VAT

Air/Ground Source Heat Pumps

Solar Thermal Equipment Suppliers

Evacuated Tubes

Cylinders

Solar Controllers

Solar Accessories

Driven to success: Danny Moynihan

at the wheel of a Peugeot
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Knowledge: Solar Thermal

t has been 14 months since

SOLFEX Energy Systems

launched the Multi Energy Solar

Buffer tank (MESB). It is designed

for use in domestic homes for hot

water and back-up space heating support.

Many installations of the system with

collector areas from 9–18 sq meters have been

carried out across the UK, Ireland. It has also

been exported as far afield as Italy and Spain.

“The response back from the field has

been very positive,” says Danny Wilkinson,

Solfex. “Installers and end-users have highly

commended the added value of purchasing a

larger solar thermal system. Solar fractions /

domestic hot water coverage are proven to be

higher plus back-up space heating support

can also be partially covered in well-insulated

homes due to the increased collector area and

store storage volume. An average system

supplied will produce around 3.5MWh

annually, depending on collector type and

tank size, compared with 1250Kwh produced

by most small domestic solar thermal hot

water-only systems. With the proposed RHI,

such systems will become even more

attractive to the end user,” says Wilkinson.

The system is purchased bespoke and

unique to the end-user’s requirements. The

800 or 1000 litre buffer tank is mild steel so hot

water generation is produced through the

fresh water station which is hydraulic and

electric-ready and bolts on to the side of the

tank. This will deliver 30 litres of hot water per

minute and fresh water stations can also be

cascaded to deliver higher hot water

demands. An optional hydraulic and low

voltage electric-ready secondary hot water

circulation pump is also available which slots

into the bottom of the plate heat exchanger on

the fresh water station. It also comes complete

with a 24 hour mechanical time clock. 

The store itself has three zones within,

separated with steel plates and which supply

space heating water through up to three

different types of heating circuit group. These

can be optionally purchased: A high

temperature heating circuit group supplies

water from the middle zone of the tank to

panel radiators or towel rails; the low

temperature heating circuit group supplies

water from the lower zone to the under floor

heating circuit; the low and high temperature

heating group performs both tasks. All three

types can also be weather-compensated. All

return pipes back to the tank from the heating

circuits and fresh water stations are

strategically piped to the bottom of the tank

for maximum energy efficiency.

Take the tube: Vacuum tube technology. The CPC INOX

uses weatherproof parabolic concentrator mirrors for

increased efficiency

Solar system proves popular

“The response back
from the field has been
very positive,” says
Danny Wilkinson, Solfex.
“Installers and end-
users have highly
commended the added
value of purchasing a
larger solar thermal
system”

I
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Knowledge: Accreditation

Ivan Lucas, Navitron, explains the benefits of EasyMCS

There has never been a better time to get involved in the PV market –

both from the consumers’ point of view and from the installers’. Until

the introduction of FiTs in April 2010, there was no economic argument

for installing PV, hence very little opportunity. However, the generous

FiTs now offered to domestic-scale solar PV installations, suddenly

make it a very attractive proposition. 

“We’ve see a tenfold increase in PV sales since the since April,”

explains Stephen Knight, Navitron. “Hence we have invested very

heavily in PV, grid-tie inverters and associated equipment, in order to

ensure continuity of supply for all of our customers.” 

A 4kW PV installation, for example, will earn an average consumer

around £50,000 over the 25 year duration of the FiTs scheme – and the

best bit is that it is index-linked and tax-free. You can see why it’s so

popular. To put it bluntly, if you can afford to, you’d be mad not to!

It is of no surprise that the explosion in demand for PV systems has

left a shortage of installers, so now is a perfect time to get involved. So

what’s the catch? The government has insisted that FiTs are only

payable for installations carried out by MCS-registered installers. MCS-

registration is expensive, and full of hidden charges. It’s not unusual for

an installer to shell out £5k - £10k to complete their MCS certification,

and this is seen as a major hurdle for small businesses wishing to enter

the market. For this reason, Navitron has gained certification from the

National Association of Professional

Inspectors and Testers (NAPIT) to offer

installations under subcontract

arrangements, which is known as the

EasyMCS Scheme. Basically, Navitron is

the MCS-certified body, and handles all

of the paperwork and quality control on

behalf of the installer. 

“It works perfectly,” says Tim Mayers of Navitron. “We use our in-

house expertise to deal with the MCS paperwork for hundreds of

installers quickly and efficiently. We also provide training, system

design services and technical backup all as part of the package. We

even handle customer payments, leaving the installer to get on with

what they are best at – installations!”. 

The MCS and FiTs schemes were intended to be attractive to

larger installation companies, but the majority of installations are

carried out by small installation companies. According to Mayers: “We

need to look after the small installers and we also need to encourage

new installers to enter the market. We think the EasyMCS scheme is

the best way to achieve this. It also allows new companies to test the

waters before making a long-term commitment.” EasyMCS can be used

as a stepping-stone to full MCS accreditation at a later date.

If you would  like to join EasyMCS, or if you wish to find out more,

contact Tim Mayers on 01572 725512 or visit www.navitron.org.uk.

 

s

 
  installation fees

a

EasyMCS: Zero-cost MCS 
Shining example: Navitron’s

renewable expertise installed. Its

EasyMCS can be used as a

stepping stone to full MCS

accreditation 
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Monday: The beginning of a new week gets

off to a great start with several productive

meetings including a visit to Pick Everard, an

engineering and architectural practice in

Leicester. I discuss the opportunities for solar

thermal solutions for schools with partner

Andrew Bannister and also solar PV options

on the roofs of his clients’ buildings as well as

my thoughts on developing solar carports for

large car parks. I also visit a major West

Midlands school as the governors want to find

out more about the benefits of using solar

thermal panels to heat the swimming pool and

eliminate their costly oil bills. I mention that

we’re about to start a similar project at a

school in Worcestershire, which is set to save

them £10,000 a year and recoup the initial

installation costs within 27 months.

Tuesday: I decide to write a letter to Chris

Huhne, Secretary of State for Energy and

Climate Change, to urge him to finalise and

publish details of the Renewable Heat

Incentive (RHI), which is due to come into

effect next April. We’ve been working hard to

communicate to businesses and organisations

the benefits of switching to renewable energy

solutions but the delay in the announcement

appears to be creating uncertainty in the

minds of consumers. I tell him it’s very hard to

make a case for a change to renewables

without an idea of payback. I also meet with

our PR consultant Debbie McCarthy to review

our recent press material and make plans for

our publicity strategy for the next few months.

We also discuss how we can raise awareness

of our involvement in the Start Festival, an

event in the grounds of Clarence House in

September, celebrating sustainable lifestyles,

supported by HRH Prince Charles. 

Wednesday: We receive some fantastic news

that we’ve fought off some stiff competition to

win a very large contract to undertake a roof

top solar installation, which is likely to be the

largest of its kind to date in the UK. It will be

the biggest job that we have carried out. Andy

is confident about the design and execution

and the solar developer is providing the panels

and inverters, which removes a major

headache. I also take a call from the energy

manager at a university in the Midlands who

wants to trial solar thermal panels on part of

his student accommodation. He complains

that all the suppliers he has spoken to want to

sell him solar PV, but he’s not interested in the

Feed-in Tariff (FiT); he genuinely wants to

reduce the institution’s carbon footprint. This

is just the job for us.

Thursday: I meet with a contact from the

Ministry of Defence to discuss my idea for

kitting out forward bases in Afghanistan with

portable solar PV. As an ex-military man, I

have heard it requires 14 gallons of diesel to

deliver 1 gallon to a forward base and it is their

only energy source. Imagine the savings in

convoys and, therefore, the lives saved if this

could be reduced by the replacement of diesel

generators with solar PV? If the Americans

can do it, why can’t we? He refers me to

another contact in the department but feels

that cost might be an issue.

Friday: The end of the week signals a get-

together for the partners. We are all home

workers in an effort to keep costs down and

reduce our carbon footprint. We rotate round

our offices for our face-to-face meetings.  I

have the best meeting room but the worst-

behaved dogs, Andy’s wife Jan makes the

best coffee despite Andy turning off her Aga

from April 1 and James usually draws his

meeting out until it’s time for a pint or two of

beer or, if the sun’s out, a glass of cider. James

is our host this week and we celebrate

Wednesday’s news in the traditional style.

Who: Charles Houston, partner at

Going Solar

What: Going Solar is based in

Worcestershire and specialises in

providing renewable energy solutions

for medium-to-large businesses and

organisations. It offers a range of

services including grant advice, system

design, project commissioning and

maintenance. Its installation division,

EZ Solar, is accredited to the standards

of MCS, the Microgeneration

Certification Scheme. The other partners

in the business are James Meynell and

Andy Perkins.

Perfect partners: James Meynell, Andy

Perkins and Charles Houston, Going Solar

(left-right)

A contract win, Chris Huhne 

and a celebratory drink






